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Abstract
The general formalism of the free Dirac fermions on spatially
flat (1 + 3)-dimensional Friedmann-Lemaˆıtre-Robertson-Walker
(FLRW) spacetimes is developed in momentum representation.
The mode expansions in terms of the fundamental spinors satisfy-
ing the charge conjugation and normalization conditions are used
for deriving the structure of the anti-commutator matrix-functions
and, implicitly, of the retarded, advanced, and Feynman fermion
propagators. The principal result is that the new type of integral
representation we proposed recently in the de Sitter case can be
applied to the Dirac fermions in any spatially flat FLRW geom-
etry. Moreover, the Dirac equation of the left-handed massless
fermions can be analytically solved finding a general spinor so-
lution and deriving the integral representations of the neutrino
propagators. It is shown that in the Minkowski flat spacetime
our new integral representation is up to a change of variable just
like the usual Fourier representation of the fermion propagators.
The form of the Feynman propagator of the massive fermions on
a spatially flat FLRW spacetime with a scale factor of Milne-type
is also outlined.
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1 Introduction
In general relativity, the standard quantum field theory (QFT) based
on perturbations and renormalization procedures was neglected paying
more attention to alternative non-perturbative methods as, for example,
the cosmological creation of elementary particles of various spins [1, 2, 3].
The hope was to avoid thus the difficulties of the QFT arising especially
on the FLRW manifolds which evolve in time [4]. In this context, the
Dirac field in the local charts with spherical coordinates of the FLRW
manifolds was studied by many authors which found that its time evolu-
tion is governed by a pair of time modulation functions that, in general,
cannot be solved analytically since they satisfy equations of oscillators
with variable frequencies [5, 6, 7, 8, 9].
In the simpler case of the spatially flat FLRW spacetimes, which
are of actual interest in developing the ΛCDM model, the symmetry
under space translations allows one to consider plane waves instead of the
spherical ones, obtaining quantum modes which have similar properties
as in special relativity. Nevertheless, despite of this obvious advantage,
the perturbative QFT on spatially flat FLRW manifolds is inchoate since
in the actual theory of propagators (or two-point functions) a suitable
integral representation (rep.) we need for calculating Feynman diagrams
is missing. For this reason we would like to focus here on the general
structure of the fermion propagators on spatially flat FLRW spacetime
proposing a new type of integral rep. that may hold on these manifolds.
The propagators of the Dirac fermions are well-studied on the de
Sitter expanding universe exploiting the fact that this is the expanding
portion of the spacetime of maximal symmetry and negative (global) cur-
vature [10] equipped with spatially flat FRLW or conformal local charts.
These propagators were derived first by Candelas and Reine integrating
the Green equation [11] and then by Koskma and Prokopec which solved
the mode integrals in a more general context of spacetimes of arbitrary
dimensions approaching to the de Sitter one [12]. However, these prop-
agators, depending explicitely on the Heaviside step functions, cannot
be used in calculating Feynman diagrams without an integral rep. which
should encapsulate the effect of these functions. This is why we proposed
recently a new type of integral rep. which takes over the effect of the
step functions but is different from the Fourier integrals used in special
relativity [13]. Thus we completed the theory of the free Dirac fermions
on the de Sitter expanding universe [14, 15, 16] with the integral rep. of
the Feynman propagators we need for calculating physical effects in our
de Sitter quantum electrodynamics (QED) in Coulomb gauge [17] using
2
perturbations.
Our principal objective in the present paper is to extend this formal-
ism to the free Dirac fermions on any (1 + 3)-dimensional spatially flat
FLRW spacetime. As mentioned, these manifolds have at least an isom-
etry group including translations allowing us to chose the momentum
rep. where the fundamental solutions of the Dirac equation are plane
waves whose time evolution is given by two modulation functions. Un-
der such circumstances, it is convenient to separate the orbital and spin
parts of the fundamental spinors since in this manner we may impose the
symmetry under charge conjugation and normalization without solving
the pair of modulation functions. After building the set of fundamental
spinors which form an othonormal basis we derive the anti-commutator
(acom.) matrix-functions as mode integrals and define the retarded, ad-
vanced and Feynman propagators. Furthermore, as an auxiliary result,
we generalize the method of Ref. [12] showing that the mode integrals
defining the acom. matrix-functions can be solved in terms of only one
integral involving the modulation functions. In this framework, we may
introduce naturally our new integral rep. of the fermion propagators in
any spatially flat FLRW geometry, exploiting the method of the contour
integrals [18, 19]. We must stress that, in general, this integral rep. is
different from the usual Fourier rep. of the Feynman propagators in spe-
cial relativity. Moreover, since in the FLRW manifolds have conformally
flat local charts where the fundamental spinors of the massless fermions
are just those of special relativity multiplied with a conformal factor, we
can write down the complete theory of the acom. matrix-functions and
propagators of the left-handed massless fermions (neutrinos).
We obtain thus a coherent general formalism depending only on the
pair of modulation functions that satisfy a simple system of differential
equation, of oscillators with variable frequencies, which can be solved
in some concrete geometries. Here we restrict ourselves to the classi-
cal examples of the Minkowski, de Sitter and a version of Milne-type
spacetimes but there are many other cases in which this system can be
analytically solved. The first example is important since we have the op-
portunity to show that in the flat spacetime our integral rep. coincides,
up to a change of integration variable, to the usual Fourier rep. of the
fermion propagators in special relativity. Finally, we revisit the de Sitter
case which inspired this approach and deduce the form of the fundamen-
tal spinors on a spatially flat FLRW spacetime with a Milne-type scale
factor outlining the form of the fermion propagators on this manifold.
We start in the second section presenting the general properties of
the Dirac field on the spatially flat FLRW spacetime whose fundamental
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solutions comply with the orthonormalization condition and charge con-
jugation. We separate the orbital and spin parts of these spinors pointing
out the modulation functions which satisfy a simple system of differen-
tial equations whose prime integrals allow us to impose the normalization
conditions. The acom. matrix-functions and the related propagators are
introduced in the third section where we obtain their general forms de-
pending on a single integral involving the modulation functions. In the
next section we consider the method of contour integrals for showing
that our new integral rep. [13] can be applied without restrictions. The
propagators of the left-handed massless fermions are derived in the fifth
section by using the analytic solutions of the modulation functions. The
next section is devoted to the classical examples: Minkowski, de Sitter
and Milne-type spacetimes. Therein we show that our integral rep. is
equivalent to the Fourier rep. in Minkowski spacetime up to a simple
change of the integration variable. After revisiting the de Sitter case
we solve the modulation functions on the mentioned Milne-type space-
time giving the functions involved in the integral rep. of the Feynman
propagator. Finally, we present our concluding remarks.
2 The free Dirac field
The spatially flat FLRW manifolds have at least the isometry group
E(3) = T (3)sSO(3), i. e. the semidirect product between the group
of the space translations, T (3), and the rotations group, SO(3), where
T (3) is the invariant subgroup. The SO(3) symmetry can be preserved
as a global one by using coordinates xµ (labeled by the natural indices
µ, ν, ... = 0, 1, 2, 3) formed by the time, t, and Cartesian space coordi-
nates, xi (i, j, k... = 1, 2, 3), for which we may use the vector notation
x = (x1, x2, x3). Here we consider two types of comoving charts [4]: the
standard FLRW charts {t,x} with the proper time t, and the conformal
flat charts, {tc,x}, where we use the conformal time tc. The FLRW ge-
ometry is given by a smooth scale factor a(t) defining the conformal time
as,
tc =
∫
dt
a(t)
→ a(tc) = a[t(tc)] . (1)
and determining the line elements,
ds2 = gµν(x)dx
µdxν = dt2 − a(t)2dx · dx
= a(tc)
2(dt2c − dx · dx) . (2)
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In these charts, the vector fields eαˆ = e
µ
αˆ∂µ defining the local orthogo-
nal frames, and the 1-forms ωαˆ = eˆαˆµdx
µ of the dual coframes are labeled
by the local indices, µˆ, νˆ, ... = 0, 1, 2, 3. In a given tetrad gauge, the met-
ric tensor is expressed as gµν = ηαˆβˆ eˆ
αˆ
µ eˆ
βˆ
ν where η = diag(1,−1,−1,−1)
is the Minkowski metric. In what follows we consider only the diagonal
tetrad gauge defined as
e0 = ∂t =
1
a(tc)
∂tc , ω
0 = dt = a(tc)dtc , (3)
ei =
1
a(t)
∂i =
1
a(tc)
∂i , ω
i = a(t)dxi = a(tc)dx
i , (4)
in order to preserve the global SO(3) symmetry allowing us to use sys-
tematically the SO(3) vectors.
The E(3) isometries of the spatially flat FLRW manifolds gives rise
to six classical conserved quantities, the components of the momentum
and angular momentum that can be seen as SO(3) vectors. In quantum
theory, the corresponding conserved operators, which commute with the
operators of the field equations [20, 21], are the momentum operator P of
components P i = −i∂i and the angular momentum one L = x ∧P that
help us to construct the bases of the momentum or angular momentum
reps.. Note that the conserved momentum is different from the covariant
momentum satisfying the geodesic equation.
In this tetrad-gauge, the massive Dirac field ψ of mass m and its
Dirac adjoint ψ¯ = ψ+γ0 satisfy the field equations (Dx − m)ψ(x) = 0
and, respectively, ψ¯(x)(D¯x −m) = 0 given by the Dirac operator
Dx = iγ
0∂t + i
1
a(t)
γi∂i +
3i
2
a˙(t)
a(t)
γ0 , (5)
and its adjoint
D¯x = −iγ0
←
∂ t −i 1
a(t)
γi
←
∂ i −3i
2
a˙(t)
a(t)
γ0 , (6)
whose derivatives act to the left. These operators are expressed in terms
of the Dirac γ-matrices and function a(t) and its derivative denoted as
a˙(t) = ∂ta(t). It is known that the terms of these operators depending
on the Hubble function a˙
a
can be removed at any time by substituting
ψ → [a(t)]− 32ψ. Similar results can be written in the conformal chart.
The general solution of the Dirac equation may be written as a mode
integral,
ψ(t,x ) = ψ(+)(t,x ) + ψ(−)(t,x )
=
∫
d3p
∑
σ
[Up,σ(x)a(p, σ) + Vp,σ(x)b
†(p, σ)] , (7)
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in terms of the fundamental spinors Up,σ and Vp,σ of positive and re-
spectively negative frequencies which are plane waves solutions of the
Dirac equation depending on the conserved momentum p and an ar-
bitrary polarization σ. These spinors satisfy the eigenvalues problems
P iUp,σ(t,x) = p
iUp,σ(t,x) and P
iVp,σ(t,x) = −piVp,σ(t,x) and form an
orthonormal basis being related through the charge conjugation,
Vp,σ(t,x) = U
c
p,σ(t,x) = C
[
U¯p,σ(t,x)
]T
, C = iγ2γ0 , (8)
(see the Appendix A), and satisfying the orthogonality relations
〈Up,σ, Up ′,σ′〉 = 〈Vp,σ, Vp ′,σ′〉 = δσσ′δ3(p− p ′) (9)
〈Up,σ, Vp ′,σ′〉 = 〈Vp,σ, Up ′,σ′〉 = 0 , (10)
with respect to the relativistic scalar product [14]
〈ψ, ψ′〉 =
∫
d3x
√
|g| e00 ψ¯(x)γ0ψ(x) =
∫
d3x a(t)3ψ¯(x)γ0ψ(x) , (11)
where g = det(gµν). Moreover, this basis is supposed to be complete
accomplishing the completeness condition [14]∫
d3p
∑
σ
[
Up, σ(t,x )U
+
p,σ(t,x
′ ) + Vp,σ(t,x )V +p,σ(t,x
′ )
]
= a(t)−3δ3(x− x ′) . (12)
We obtain thus the orthonormal basis of the momentum rep. in which
the particle (a, a†) and antiparticle (b, b†) operators satisfy the canonical
anti-commutation relations [14, 22],
{a(p, σ), a†(p ′, σ′)} = {b(p, σ), b†(p ′, σ′)} = δσσ′δ3(p− p ′) , (13)
which guarantee that the one-particle operators conserved via Noether
theorem become just the generators of the corresponding isometries [22].
The general form of the fundamental spinors can be studied in any
spatially flat FLRW geometry, exploiting the Dirac equation in momen-
tum rep.. For our further purposes, it is convenient to separate from the
beginning the orbital part from the spin terms as
U~p,σ(t,x) = [2pia(t)]
− 3
2 eip·xUp(t)γ(p)uσ (14)
V~p,σ(t,x) = [2pia(t)]
− 3
2 e−ip·xVp(t)γ(p)vσ (15)
where we introduce the diagonal matrix-functions Up(t) and Vp(t) which
depend only on t and p = |p|, determining the time modulation of the
fundamental spinors.
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The spin part is separated with the help of the nilpotent matrix
γ(p) = γ0 − γ
ipi
p
, (16)
acting on the rest frame spinors of the momentum-spin basis that in the
standard rep. of the Dirac matrices (with diagonal γ0) read [23]
uσ =
(
ξσ
0
)
, vσ = −Cu¯Tσ =
(
0
ησ
)
, (17)
since γ(p)c = −γ(p) in Eq. (8). When we desire to work in the mo-
mentum-helicity basis we have to replace
uσ → uλ =
(
ξλ(p)
0
)
, vσ → vλ =
(
0
ηλ(p)
)
(18)
without changing the structure of the fundamental spinors (14) and (15).
The Pauli spinors of the spin basis, ξσ and ησ, as well as those of the
helicity basis, ξλ(p) and ηλ(p), are given in the Appendix A. They are
normalized and satisfy the completeness relation (100) and a similar one
for the helicity spinors. Consequently, one can use the projector matrices
[18, 23]
pi+ =
∑
σ
uσu¯σ =
∑
λ
uλu¯λ =
1 + γ0
2
, (19)
pi− =
∑
σ
vσv¯σ =
∑
λ
vλv¯λ =
1− γ0
2
, (20)
that form a complete system since pi+pi− = 0 and pi+ + pi− = 1. All these
auxiliary quantities will be useful in the further calculations having sim-
ple calculation rules as, for example, γ(p)2 = 0, γ(p)γ(−p) = 2γ(p)γ0,
γ(p)pi±γ(p) = ±γ(p), etc..
The principal pieces are the diagonal matrix-functions determining
the time modulation of the fundamental spinors which can be represented
as
Up(t) = pi+u+p (t) + pi−u−p (t) , (21)
Vp(t) = pi+v+p (t) + pi−v−p (t) , (22)
in terms of the time modulation functions u±p (t) and v
±
p (t). These matrix-
functions have the obvious properties as U¯p = U+p = U∗p and similarly for
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Vp. Moreover, when U~p,σ(t,x) and V~p,σ(t,x) satisfy the Dirac equation
then we find the remarkable identities,
a(t)(Dx +m)
[
eip·x a(t)−
3
2γ5Up(t)γ5
]
= eip·x a(t)−
3
2Up(t)pγ(p) , (23)
a(t)(Dx +m)
[
e−ip·x a(t)−
3
2γ5Vp(t)γ5
]
= −e−ip·x a(t)− 32Vp(t)pγ(p) ,
(24)
that can be used in further applications.
The next step is to derive the differential equations of the modulation
functions u±p and v
±
p in the general case of m 6= 0 by substituting Eqs.
(14) and (15) in the Dirac equation. Then, after a few manipulation, we
find the systems of the first order differential equations
a(t) (i∂t ∓m)u±p (t) = p u∓p (t) , (25)
a(t) (i∂t ∓m) v±p (t) = −p v∓p (t) , (26)
in the chart with the proper time or the equivalent system in the confor-
mal chart,
[i∂tc ∓ma(tc)]u±p (tc) = p u∓p (tc) , (27)
[i∂tc ∓ma(tc)] v±p (tc) = −p v∓p (tc) , (28)
which govern the time modulation of the free Dirac field on any spatially
flat FLRW manifold. Note that these equations are similar to those of the
modulation functions of the spherical modes [5, 6, 7, 8, 9] but depending
on different integration constants.
The solutions of these systems depend on other integration constants
that must be selected according to the charge conjugation (8) which
requires to have Vp = U cp = CU∗pC−1 = γ5U∗pγ5 leading to the mandatory
condition
v±p (t) =
[
u∓p (t)
]∗
. (29)
The remaining normalization constants can be fixed since the prime inte-
grals of the systems (25) and (26), ∂t(|u+p |2+|u−p |2) = ∂t(|v+p |2+|v−p |2) = 0,
allow us to impose the normalization conditions
|u+p |2 + |u−p |2 = |v+p |2 + |v−p |2 = 1 (30)
which guarantee that Eqs. (9) and (10) are accomplished. Hereby we
find the calculation rules Tr(UpU∗p ) = Tr(VpV∗p ) = 2 resulted from Eqs.
(30) and Tr(pi±) = 2.
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A special problem is that of the rest frame where p = 0 since here the
matrix (16) is not defined. Nevertheless, the Dirac equation in momen-
tum rep. can be solved analytically in this case giving the fundamental
spinors of the rest frame,
U0,σ(t,x) = [2pia(t)]
− 3
2 e−imtuσ , (31)
V0,σ(t,x) = −[2pia(t)]− 32 eimtvσ , (32)
which depend on the rest energy E0 = m and the rest frame spinors uσ
and vσ.
We have determined here the structure of the fundamental spinors
on spatially flat FLRW spacetimes up to a pair of modulation functions,
u±p (t) or u
±
p (tc), which can be found by integrating the systems (25) or
(27) in each particular case separately and imposing the normalization
condition (30). Thus we obtain the normalized spinors of positive fre-
quencies while the negative frequency ones have to be derived by using
the identities (29).
3 Propagators
In the quantum theory of fields it is important to study the Green func-
tions related to the total or partial acom. matrix-functions of positive or
negative frequencies [14],
S(±)(t, t′,x− x ′ ) = −i{ψ(±)(t,x) , ψ¯(±)(t′,x ′ )} , (33)
which satisfy the Dirac equation in both sets of variables,
(Dx −m)S(±)(t, t′,x− x ′ ) = S(±)(t, t′,x− x ′ )(D¯x′ −m) = 0 . (34)
The total acom. matrix-function [14]
S(t, t′,x− x ′ ) = −i{ψ(t,x ), ψ¯(t′,x ′ )}
= S(+)(t, t′,x− x ′ ) + S(−)(t, t′,x− x ′ ) , (35)
has similar properties and, in addition, satisfy the equal-time condition
S(t, t,x− x ′ ) = −iγ0a(t)−3δ3(x− x ′) (36)
resulted from Eq. (12).
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These matrix-functions allow one to introduce the Green functions
corresponding to asymptotic initial conditions without solving the Green
equation. These are the retarded (R) and advanced (A) Green functions,
SR(t, t
′,x− x ′ ) = θ(t− t′)S(t, t′,x− x ′ ) (37)
SA(t, t
′,x− x ′ ) = −θ(t′ − t)S(t, t′,x− x ′ ) (38)
which have the property
SR(t, t
′,x− x ′ )− SA(t, t′,x− x ′ ) = S(t, t′,x− x ′ ) , (39)
that may be used in the reduction formalism. The Feynman propagator,
SF (t, t
′,x− x ′) = −i〈0|T [ψ(x)ψ¯(x′)]|0〉
= θ(t− t′)S(+)(t, t′,x− x ′ )− θ(t′ − t)S(−)(t, t′,x− x ′) , (40)
is the Green function with a causal structure describing the propagation
of the particles and antiparticles [18]. Obviously, all these Green func-
tions satisfy the Green equation that in the FLRW chart has the form
[14],
(Dx −m)SF
R
A
(t, t′,x− x ′) = SF
R
A
(t, t′,x− x ′)(D¯x′ −m)
= a(t)−3δ4(x− x ′) . (41)
We remind the reader that this equation has an infinite set of solutions
corresponding to various initial conditions but here we focus only on the
Green functions SR, SA and SF which will be called propagators in what
follows.
The propagators are related to the acom. matrix-functions which
can be written in terms of the fundamental spinors (14) and (15) as two
similar mode integrals,
iS(+)(t, t′,x− x ′ ) =
∑
σ
∫
d3pUp,σ(t,x )U¯p,σ(t
′,x ′ )
= n(t, t′)
∫
d3p eip·(x−x
′)Up(t)γ(p)[Up(t′)]∗ , (42)
iS(−)(t, t′,x− x ′ ) =
∑
σ
∫
d3p Vp,σ(t,x )V¯p,σ(t
′,x ′ )
= n(t, t′)
∫
d3p eip·(x−x
′)Vp(t)γ(−p)[Vp(t′)]∗ , (43)
after denoting
n(t, t′) = [4pi2a(t)a(t′)]−
3
2 , (44)
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and changing p → −p in the last integral (without affecting Vp which
depend only on p).
This is the starting point for finding how these matrix-functions and
implicitly the propagators depend on coordinates, after solving the mode
integrals. In order to do this, we follow the method of Ref. [12] intro-
ducing the new matrix-functions Σ(±) defined as,
S(±)(t, t′,x− x ′ ) = a(t)(Dx +m)Σ(±)(t, t′,x− x ′ ) . (45)
These can be related to the adjoint matrix-functions,
Σ¯(±)(t, t′,x− x ′ ) = γ5Σ(±)(t, t′,x− x ′ )γ5 . (46)
which satisfy the adjoint relations
S(±)(t, t′,x− x ′ ) = Σ¯(±)(t, t′,x− x ′ )(D¯x +m)a(t′) , (47)
given by the adjoint operator (6). Furthermore, we have to show that
these new matrix-functions have simpler forms depending in fact only on
an integral involving the modulation functions that reads
I(t, t′,x) =
∫
d3p
p
eip·xu−p (t)[u
+
p (t
′)]∗
=
4pi
|x|
∫ ∞
0
dp u−p (t)[u
+
p (t
′)]∗ sin p|x| , (48)
where we use the argument x instead of x−x′. Indeed, according to Eqs.
(23), (24) and (45), after a little calculation, we obtain the definitive
expressions
iΣ(+)(t, t′,x) = n(t, t′)
∫
d3p
p
eip·xγ5Up(t)γ5[Up(t′)]∗
= n(t, t′)
∫
d3p
p
eip·x
{
pi+u
−
p (t)[u
+
p (t
′)]∗ + pi−u+p (t)[u
−
p (t
′)]∗
}
= n(t, t′) [pi+I(t, t′,x) + pi−I(t′, t,x)∗] , (49)
iΣ(−)(t, t′,x) = −n(t, t′)
∫
d3p
p
eip·xγ5Vp(t)γ5[Vp(t′)]∗
= −n(t, t′)
∫
d3p
p
eip·x
{
pi+u
−
p (t
′)[u+p (t)]
∗ + pi−u+p (t
′)[u−p (t)]
∗}
= −n(t, t′) [pi+I(t′, t,x) + pi−I(t, t′,x)∗] , (50)
which depend only on the integral (48) which will be referred here as
the basic integral. In the case of the massive Dirac field this integral
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has to be calculated in each particular case separately after deriving the
modulation functions u±p . Similar expressions can be obtained in the
conformal chart by changing t→ tc and a(t)→ a(tc).
Hereby we observe that the matrix-functions Σ(±) are related each
other as
Σ(−)(t, t′,x) = −Σ(+)(t′, t,x) , (51)
and are parity-invariant,
Σ(±)(t, t′,−x) = Σ(±)(t, t′,x) , (52)
since the basic integral (48) depends only on |x|.
4 Integral representations
The propagators (37), (38) and (40) depending explicitely on the Heavi-
side step functions cannot be used in concrete calculations involving time
integrals as, for example, those of the Feynman diagrams. In Minkowski
spacetime this problem is solved by representing these propagators as four
dimensional Fourier integrals which take over the effects of the Heaviside
functions according to the well-know method of the contour integrals
[18]. In this manner one obtains a suitable integral rep. of the Feynman
propagators that can be used for performing calculations in momentum
rep..
In the spatially flat FLRW spacetimes we also have a momentum rep.
but we cannot apply the method of Fourier transforms since in these
geometries the propagators are functions of two separated variables, t
and t′, instead of the unique variable t − t′ of the flat case. This means
that we might consider a double Fourier transform which is unacceptable
from the point of wiev of the actual quantum theory. Therefore, we must
look for an alternative integral rep. based on the method of the contour
integrals [18] but avoiding the mentioned Fourier transform.
For this purpose we need to introduce a new variable of integration.
This can be done in a natural manner observing that the systems (27)
and (28) may be seen as an unique system,
[i∂tc ∓ma(tc)]w±s (tc) = sw∓s (tc) , (53)
depending on the continuous parameter s which may play the role of the
desired new variable of integration. The functions w±s whose restrictions
are just
w±s=p(tc) = u
±
p (tc) , w
±
s=−p(tc) = v
±
p (tc) , (54)
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Figure 1: The contours of integration in the complex s-plane, C±, are
the limits of the pictured ones for R→∞.
have similar properties as u±p and v
±
p , being symmetric with respect to
the charge conjugation,
w±−s(tc) =
[
w∓s (tc)
]∗
, (55)
and satisfying the normalization condition∣∣w+s (tc)∣∣2 + ∣∣w−s (tc)∣∣2 = 1 , ∀s ∈ R , (56)
allowed by the prime integral ∂tc{|w+s (tc)|2+ |w−s (tc)|2} = 0 of the system
(53). With these functions we construct the diagonal matrix-function
Ws(tc) = pi+w+s (tc) + pi−w−s (tc) , (57)
giving Up =Ws=p and Vp =Ws=−p and having the obvious properties
W−s = γ5W∗sγ5 , Tr(WsW∗s ) = 2 , (58)
similar to (29) and (30).
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With these preparations we may propose the general integral rep.
SF (tc, t
′
c,x) =
1
8pi4[a(tc)a(t′c)]
3
2
×
∫
d3p eip·x
∫ ∞
−∞
dsWs(tc) γ
0s− γipi
s2 − p2 + i [Ws(t
′
c)]
∗
,(59)
which encapsulates the effect of the Heaviside step functions that enter
in the structure of the Feynman propagator (40). This formula can be
written at any time in terms of proper times, by changing tc → t and
a(tc)→ a(t), since this integral rep. is independent on the chart we chose
as long as we integrate with respect to the conserved momentum p and
the associated new variable s.
The main task is to prove that this integral rep. gives just the Feyn-
man propagator (40). In order to do this we must solve the last integral
of Eq. (59) denoted now as
I(tc, t′c) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dsM(s, tc, t
′
c) . (60)
For large values of |s| the system (53) may be approximated neglecting
the mass terms such that we obtain the asymptotic solutions
w±s (tc) ∼
1√
2
e−istc (61)
which determines the behavior
M(s, tc, t
′
c) ∼
γ0s− γipi
s2 − p2 + i e
−is(tc−t′c) , (62)
allowing us to estimate the integrals on the semicircular parts, c±, of the
contours pictured in Fig. 1, according to Eq. (3.338-6) of Ref. [24], as∫
c±
dsM(s, tc, t
′
c) ∼ I0[±R(tc − t′c)] ∼
1√
R
e±R(tc−t
′
c) , (63)
since the modified Bessel function I0 behaves as in the first of Eqs. (110).
In the limit of R→∞ the contribution of the semicircle c+ vanishes for
t′c > tc while those of the semicircle c− vanishes for tc > t
′
c. Therefore, the
integration along the real s-axis is equivalent with the following contour
integrals
I(tc, t′c) =
{ ∫
C+
dsM(s, tc, t
′
c) = I+(tc, t′c) for tc < t′c∫
C−
dsM(s, tc, t
′
c) = I−(tc, t′c) for tc > t′c ,
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where the contours C± are the limits for R→∞ of those of Fig. 1. Then
we may apply the Cauchy’s theorem [19],
I±(tc, t′c) = ±2pii Res [M(s, tc, t′c)]|s=∓p±i , (64)
taking into account that in the simple poles at s = ±p∓ i we have the
residues
Res [M(s, t, t′)]|s=±p∓i =
p
2
W±p(tc)γ(±p)[W±p(t′c)]∗ . (65)
Consequently, the integral I−(tc, t′c) gives the first term of the Feynman
propagator (40) while the integral I+(tc, t′c) yields its second term, prov-
ing that the integral rep. (59) is correct.
The other propagators, SA and SR, can be represented in a similar
manner by changing the positions of the poles as in the flat case [18],
SR
A
(tc, t
′
c,x) =
1
8pi4[a(tc)a(t′c)]
3
2
×
∫
d3p eip·x
∫ ∞
−∞
dsWs(tc) γ
0s− γipi
(s± i)2 − p2 [Ws(t
′
c)]
∗
,(66)
but in our integral rep. instead of the Fourier one.
5 Neutrino propagators
An important particular case is of the left-handed massless neutrinos for
which we must consider the limit to m → 0 of the left-handed projec-
tion obtained with the help of the projector PL defined in Eqs. (104).
Fortunately, when m = 0 the Dirac equation becomes conformaly co-
variant and, consequently, this can be solved analytically in any FLRW
spacetime. More specific, we see that the systems (27) and (28) in the
conformal chart become independent on a(tc) giving the simple normal-
ized solutions
u+(tc) = u−(tc) =
1√
2
e−iptc , (67)
v+(tc) = v−(tc) =
1√
2
eiptc , (68)
which satisfy the condition (29).
In other respects, in the massless case the rest frame cannot be de-
fined such that we must give up the momentum-spin basis considering
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the momentum-helicity basis in which the spin is projected along the mo-
mentum direction (as in the Appendix A). In addition. if we intend to
separate the left-handed part it is convenient to consider the chiral rep.
of the Dirac matrices (with diagonal γ5) in which the chiral projectors
PL and PR have diagonal forms. Then the fundamental spinors of the
left-handed massless Dirac field (neutrino) can be written as [14],
U0p,λ(tc,x) = lim
m→0
1− γ5
2
Up,λ(tc,x)
= [2pi a(tc)]
−3/2
(
(1
2
− λ)ξλ(p)
0
)
e−iptc+ip·x , (69)
V 0p,λ(tc,x) = lim
m→0
1− γ5
2
Vp,λ(tc,x)
= [2pi a(tc)]
−3/2
(
(1
2
+ λ)ηλ(p)
0
)
eiptc−ip·x . (70)
These solutions are just those of the Minkowski spacetime multiplied
with the conformal factor [2pi a(tc)]
−3/2. Therefore, these have the only
non-vanishing components either of positive frequency and λ = −1
2
or of
negative frequency and λ = 1
2
, as in the Minkowski spacetime.
Now we can calculate the basic integral (48) by using the solutions
(67) and introducing the small  > 0 for assuring its convergence. Thus
we obtain
I0 (tc, t
′
c,x) =
2pi
|x|
∫ ∞
0
dp e−ip(tc−t
′
c−i) sin p|x|
=
2pi
|x|2 − (tc − t′c − i)2
, (71)
observing that
I0 (tc, t
′
c,x)
∗ = I0 (t
′
c, tc,x) = I
0
−(tc, t
′
c,x) . (72)
Therefore, we may write the closed expression,
iΣ
(±)
0  (tc, t
′
c,x) = ±(2pi)−2 [a(tc)a(t′c)]−
3
2
[|x|2 − (tc − t′c ∓ i)2]−1 , (73)
On the other hand, by using the solutions (69) and (70) and the projectors
defined in the Appendix A, after a few manipulation, we may put the
mode integrals of the matrix-functions (33) in the form
iS
(±)
0 (tc, t
′
c,x) = n(tc, t
′
c)
∫
d3p
(
0 P∓ 1
2
0 0
)
e±ip·x)∓ip(tc−t
′
c)
= n(tc, t
′
c)
1− γ5
2
∫
d3p
γ(±p)
2
e±ip·x∓ip(tc−t
′
c) , (74)
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since here we work with the chiral rep. of the Dirac matrices (with
diagonal γ5). Hereby we obtain the chiral projection giving the definitive
form of the acom. matrix-functions of the left-handed neutrinos,
iS
(±)
0  (tc, t
′
c,x) =
1− γ5
2
[
a(tc)DxcΣ
(±)
0  (tc, t
′
c,x
′ )
]
, (75)
in any FLRW geometry. This result can be rewritten at any time in the
FLRW chart by changing the time variable tc → t and a(tc)→ a(t).
Now the Feynman propagator of the left-handed neutrinos can be
derived as
S0F (tc, t
′
c,x) = lim
m→0
1− γ5
2
SF (tc, t
′
c,x) , (76)
taking into account that for m = 0 we may use the particular functions
K 1
2
given by the last of Eqs. (110). Thus we arrive at the final result
S0F (tc, t
′
c,x) =
1
(2pi)4[a(tc)a(t′c)]
3
2
×
∫
d3p
∫ ∞
−∞
ds
1− γ5
2
γ0s− γipi
s2 − p2 + i e
ip·x−is(tc−t′c) . (77)
which is just the Fourier integral of the Feynman propagator of the left-
handed neutrinos in Minkowski spacetime multiplied with the conformal
factor [a(tc)c(t
′
c)]
− 3
2 .
6 Classical examples
The above presented approach can be applied easily to any particular
case. For doing so we have to integrate one of the the systems (25) or
(27) for finding the modulation functions u±p giving the spinors of positive
frequencies (14). Then by using Eq. (29) we obtain the functions v±p we
need for building the spinors of negative frequency (15). The next step
is to calculate the basic integral (48) for finding the closed forms of the
acom. matrix functions. Finally, we have to write down the integral
reps. of the propagators (59) and (66) with the help of the functions w±s
deduced from the system (53).
Let us see how this method works in the case of the classical examples,
the Minkowski, de Sitter and a new Milne-type spacetimes.
6.1 Minkowski spacetime
The Minkowski spacetime is the simplest example with tc = t and a(t) =
a(tc) = 1 such that the solutions of the systems (25) and (26) which
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satisfy the conditions (29) and (30) read
u±p (t) =
√
E(p)±m
2E(p)
e−iE(p)t (78)
v±p (t) =
√
E(p)∓m
2E(p)
eiE(p)t (79)
where E(p) =
√
p2 +m2. Thus we recover the standard fundamental
spinors of the Dirac theory on Minkowski spacetime [18].
Another familiar result we recover is the form of the matrix-functions
Σ(±) which now can be derived directly by substituting the functions (78)
in the basic integral (48) where, in addition, we introduce a small  > 0
for assuring the convergence. Then, according to Eq. (3.961-1) of Ref.
[26], we obtain the closed form
I(t, t
′,x) =
2pi
|x|
∫
dp
p
E(p)
e−iE(p)(t−t
′−i) sin p|x|
=
2pim√|x|2 − (t− t′ − i)2K2
(
m
√
|x|2 − (t− t′ − i)2
)
(80)
which satisfy
I(t, t
′,x) = I−(t′, t,x) = I(t′, t,x)∗ , (81)
such that the matrix-functions (49) and (50) become proportional to the
identity matrix having the form
iΣ(±)(t, t′,x) = ± 1
(2pi)3
I±(t, t′,x) , (82)
which can be interpreted as the commutator functions of the Klein-
Gordon field [18]. Note that this happens only in the flat case since, in
general, the matrix-functions Σ± are diagonal but are not proportional
with the identity matrix.
A problem could be here since our integral rep. (59) differs formally
from the usual Fourier rep. of the Feynman propagator in Minkowski
spacetime. In fact both these reps. are equivalent since these are related
through a simple change of variable of integration, as we demonstrate in
what follows. For proving this we start with the solutions of the system
(53) which have the form
w±s (t) =
√
p0(s)±m
2p0(s)
e−ip
0(s)t (83)
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Figure 2: The contours of integration involved in changing the integration
variable: C+, in the complex s-plane, and C
′
+ in the complex plane p
0.
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where now we denote p0(s) = sign(s)
√
s2 +m2 observing that
p0(s) ∈
{
[m,∞) if s ∈ [0,∞) ,
(−∞,−m] if s ∈ (−∞, 0] . (84)
By substituting these functions in Eq. (59) we obtain the integral rep.
SF (t, t
′,x)
=
1
(2pi)4
∫
d3peip·x
∫ ∞
−∞
ds
s
p0(s)
γ0p0(s)− γipi +m
s2 − p2 + i e
−ip0(s)(t−t′) ,
(85)
where we may change the last integration variable s→ p0. The problem
is the integration domain since the codomain of the function p0(s) is
(−∞,−m] ∪ [m,∞), as in Eq. (84), instead of R. Considering the
carresponding contour integrals, for example for t′ > t, we may write the
last integral as
I =
∫ ∞
−∞
ds... =
∫
C+
ds... =
∫
A1
ds...+
∫
A2
ds... (86)
where the contours A1 and A2 are shown in Fig. 2. After changing the
variable we observe that∫
A1,2
ds.. =
∫
B1,2
dp0
p0
s
... , (87)
which means that we may write
I =
∫
B1
dp0
p0
s
...+
∫
B2
dp0
p0
s
...+
∫
B
dp0
p0
s
...
=
∫
C′+
dp0
p0
s
... =
∫ ∞
−∞
dp0
p0
s
... (88)
since the contour B is sterile, giving
∫
B
... = 0, as long as there are no
poles in the domain −m < p0 < m. Thus we demonstrate that changing
the variable s → p0 in our integral rep. (85) we recover the well-known
Fourier integral of the Feynman propagator of the massive Dirac fermions
on Minkowski spacetime.
6.2 de Sitter expanding universe
The de Sitter expanding universe is defined as the portion of the de Sitter
manifold where the scale factor a(t) = exp(ωt) depends on the de Sitter
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Hubble constant denoted here by ω [4]. Consequently, in the conformal
chart we have
tc = − 1
ω
e−ωt ∈ (−∞, 0] → a(tc) = − 1
ωtc
. (89)
In these charts the normalized solutions of the system (25) or (refsy2)
can be derived easily obtaining either their form in the FLRW chart
u±p (t) =
√
p
piω
e−
1
2
ωtKν∓
(
−i p
ω
e−ωt
)
(90)
or the simpler expressions in the conformal chart
u±p (tc) =
√
−ptc
pi
Kν∓ (iptc) (91)
where Kν± are the modified Bessel functions [24] of the orders ν± =
1
2
±
im
ω
. The functions v±p result from Eq. (29). Note that the normalization
constant is derived from Eq. (109).
Now we can write the matrix-functions Σ(±) which depend on the
basic integral (48) that now, after introducing the convergence parameter
 and using Eq. (6.692-2) of Ref. [26], takes the form [12]
I(tc, t
′
c,x) =
4pi
|x|
∫ ∞
0
dp pKν+(p+ iptc)Kν+(−ipt′c) sin p|x|
=
pi2
2(tct′c)
3
2
Γ
(
3
2
+ ν+
)
Γ
(
3
2
− ν+
)
F
[
3
2
− ν+, 32 + ν+; 2; 1 + χ(tc, t′c,x)
]
,
(92)
where the quantity
χ(tc, t
′
c,x) =
(tc − t′c − i)2 − x2
4tct′c
, (93)
is related to the geodesic distance between the points (tc,x) and (t
′
c, 0)
[4]. Thus the structure of the matrix-functions Σ(±) and implicitly S(±)
is completely determined. For example, the matrix-function (49) can be
written in a closed form,
iΣ(+) (tc, t
′
c,x) =
ω3
16pi2
√
tct′c
×{pi+Γ (32 + ν+)Γ (32 − ν+)F [32 − ν+, 32 + ν+; 2; 1 + χ(tc, t′c,x)]
+pi−Γ
(
3
2
+ ν−
)
Γ
(
3
2
− ν−
)
F
[
3
2
− ν−, 32 + ν−; 2; 1 + χ(tc, t′c,x)
]}
,
(94)
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recovering thus the result of Ref. [12] for D = 4 and a = (−ωtc)−1.
Moreover, the matrix-function Σ
(−)
 can be derived from Eq. (51) as
Σ(−) (tc, t
′
c,x) = −Σ(+) (t′c, tc,x) = −Σ(+)− (tc, t′c,x) , (95)
since the expression (94) is symmetric in tc and t
′
c except χ for which
the change tc ↔ t′c reduces to → −. Finally, the matrix-functions S(±)
have to be calculated according to Eqs. (45).
The integral rep. of the Feynman propagator of the massive Dirac
field on this spacetime was derived in Ref. [13] where we proposed for
the first time the integral rep. studied here but with different notations.
Now, starting with the solutions of the system (53) in the conformal
chart,
w±s (tc) =
√
−stc
pi
Kν∓ (istc) , (96)
that have to be substituted in Eq. (59), we recover the final result of
Ref. [13] in the present notations.
6.3 A Milne-type spacetime
The Milne universe [4] was intensively studied related to big-bang models
but the Dirac field on this spacetime is less studied such that one knows
so far only the exact solutions in a chart with spherical symmetry [25].
Our approach allows us to study the Dirac field in a very close model of a
spatially flat FLRW spacetime having a Milne-type scale factor a(t) = ωt
where ω is a free parameter. The principal difference is that this space-
time is no longer flat as the original Milne’s universe, being produced by
gravitational sources proportional with 1
t2
.
On this manifold, it is convenient to use the chart of proper time
{t,x} for t > 0. In this chart and the diagonal tetrad gauge (3), the
system (25) can be analytically solved finding the solutions
u±p (t) =
√
m
2pi
√
t
[
Kν+(p)(imt)±Kν−(p)(imt)
]
, (97)
where the modified Bessel functions have the orders ν±(p) = 12 ± i pω .
These solutions comply with the normalization condition (30) imposed
with the help of the identity (109) with µ = p. The corresponding
functions
v±p (t) =
√
m
2pi
√
t
[
Kν−(p)(−imt)∓Kν+(p)(−imt)
]
, (98)
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result from Eq. (29). Thus we obtain all the terms we need for building
the fundamental spinors (14) and (15) which could represent a new result
even though it is somewhat elementary.
The form of these functions is special since these are expressed in
terms of modified Bessel functions which depend on p through the orders
instead of arguments, as it happens in the de Sitter case. This leads
to major difficulties in calculating the mode integrals since the basic
integral (48) cannot be solved by choosing a suitable formula from a
table of integrals, requiring thus a special study.
However, despite of this impediment, we can write the integral rep.
of the Feynman propagator by substituting the solutions of the system
(53) that read,
w±s (t) =
√
m
2pi
√
t
{
Kν+(s)[sign(s)imt]
±sign(s)Kν−(s)[sign(s)imt]
}
, (99)
in Eq. (59). Thus we obtain the principal piece we need for calculating
Feynman diagrams in this spacetime.
7 Concluding remarks
We presented here the complete theory of the free Dirac fermions on spa-
tially flat FLRW spacetimes including the expressions of the propagators
in the configuration rep. as integrals encapsulating the effect of the Heav-
iside step functions. In this approach we have only two scalar modulation
functions u±p (t) which depend on the concrete geometry. These have to
be derived solving the systems (25) or (27) or resorting to numerical in-
tegration on computer. In this manner any Feynman diagram involving
fermions can be calculated either analytically or numerically.
We have thus all the elements we need for developing the QED on
spatially flat FLRW spacetime since the theory of the Maxwell field in the
conformal charts is similar to that of special relativity since the Maxwell
equations are conformally invariant. The only difficulty is the gauge
fixing which, in general, does not have this property except the Coulomb
gauge which becomes thus mandatory [17].
Concluding we can say that the approach presented here offers us the
integral representation of the fermion propagators which are the missing
pieces we need for building a coherent QED which could be the core of
a future QFT on FLRW spacetimes.
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A Pauli and Dirac spinors
The Pauli spinors depend on the direction of the spin projection [18, 23].
Thus in the momentum-spin basis where the spin is projected on the
third axis of the rest frame the particle spinors ξσ of polarization σ = ±12
are ξ 1
2
= (1, 0)T and ξ− 1
2
= (0, 1)T while the antiparticle ones are defined
as ησ = iσ2ξσ [23]. These spinors satisfy the eigenvalues problems S3ξσ =
σξσ and S3ησ = −σησ, where Si = 12σi are the spin operators in terms
of Pauli’s matrices, and are normalized correctly, ξ+σ ξσ′ = η
+
σ ησ′ = δσσ′ ,
satisfying the completeness condition∑
σ
ξσξ
+
σ =
∑
σ
ηση
+
σ = 12×2 . (100)
The corresponding normalized Pauli spinors of the momentum-helicity
basis, ξλ(p), and ηλ(p), of helicity λ = ±12 , satisfy the eigenvalues prob-
lems (p ·S) ξλ(p) = λ p ξλ(p) and respectively (p ·S) ηλ(p) = −λ p ηλ(p),
having the form [18]
ξ 1
2
(p) =
√
p+ p3
2p
(
1
p1+ip2
p+p3
)
, (101)
ξ− 1
2
(p) =
√
p+ p3
2p
(
−p1+ip2
p+p3
1
)
, (102)
and ηλ(p) = iσ2ξλ(p)
∗. These spinors comply with completeness condi-
tions similar to Eqs. (100) such that we may construct the projectors
[23]
Pλ = ξλ(p)ξλ(p)
+ = η−λ(p)η−λ(p)+
=
1
2
12×2 + λ
σ · p
p
, (103)
that can be used when the helicities of the massless fermions are restricted
as in the case of the left-handed neutrinos whose system of spinors is
incomplete.
Here we use the Dirac matrices γαˆ which are self-adjoint, γ¯αˆ =
γ0(γαˆ)+γ0 = γαˆ, and the matrix γ5 = iγ0γ1γ2γ3 which is anti self-adjoint,
γ¯5 = −γ5. For these matrices we use either the standard rep. (with di-
agonal γ0) or the chiral rep. where γ5 and the left and right-handed
projectors,
PL =
1− γ5
2
, PR =
1 + γ5
2
, (104)
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are diagonal [23].
The charge conjugation ψ → ψc = Cψ¯T is defined by the matrix C =
iγ2γ0 which commutes with γ5 and satisfies γµˆC = −C(γµˆ)T . Hereby,
we may deduce simple calculation rules as (γαˆ)c = C(γαˆ)TC−1 = −γαˆ
and verify that the charge conjugation changes the chirality,
(ψL/R)
c =
1± γ5
2
ψc = (ψc)R/L , (105)
since (γ5)c = −γ5 [18, 23].
The rest frame spinors of the momentum-spin basis are given by Eqs.
(17) where the Pauli spinors of the spin basis can be replaced at any
time by those of the helicity basis if we want to work in the momentum-
helicity basis (where we do not have rest frames). In contrast, the rest
frame spinors in the chiral rep. have the form [18, 23]
uσ =
1√
2
(
ξσ
ξσ
)
vσ = −Cu¯Tσ =
1√
2
( −ησ
ησ
)
(106)
and similarly for those of the momentum-helicity basis.
B The modified Bessel functions Kν±(z)
According to the general properties of the modified Bessel functions,
Iν(z) and Kν(z) = K−ν(z) [24], with ν± = 12 ± iµ (µ ∈ R), are related
among themselves through
[Kν±(z)]
∗ = Kν∓(z
∗) , ∀z ∈ C , (107)
satisfy the equations(
d
dz
+
ν±
z
)
Kν±(z) = −Kν∓(z) , (108)
and the identities
Kν±(z)Kν∓(−z) +Kν±(−z)Kν∓(z) =
ipi
z
, (109)
that guarantees the correct orthonormalization properties of the funda-
mental spinors. For |z| → ∞ we have [24]
Iν(z)→
√
pi
2z
ez , Kν(z)→ K 1
2
(z) =
√
pi
2z
e−z , (110)
for any ν.
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